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Dear Friends,
With the busy season at Walsingham coming to a close we are finally able to send you our next
newsletter. It has been a really wonderful experience being fully immersed in the shrine work,
especially during the month of August when most of us where able to be there. More of that later.
Firstly, as this is the month of the Holy Rosary, we thought it would be a good idea to share
something about the Fiat Rosary with all of you. We adopted it several years ago when we realised
how eminently vocational it is and how it reflects our charism in a particular way.
The FIAT ROSARY was revealed in a vision to an English lay missionary by the name of Veronica
O!Brien on September 7th, 1984, the eve of the feast of the Nativity of Mary."" A relative of hers still
lives in the village here at Walsingham. Reported in the book entitled The Hidden Hand of God,
written by Cardinal Leon Suenens, Veronica described her experience in these words: #During the
night"I was saddened by the thought that although Mother!s Day is becoming more and more popular,
the Birthday of Mary, the Mother of all Mothers would not be celebrated in Christian homes."In my
prayers, I said to the Lord:" $Jesus tomorrow (Sept 8th) is the Feast of the Nativity of your Mother."
Every child in the world gives his mother a present for her birthday." What will You give Your Mother,
Jesus?!" And suddenly, as a spiritual flash of light, I saw in my mind an image of a small, reduced
rosary, and I heard the Lord say to me:" $Here is my Birthday present to my Mother; it will help her to
make me known to the very ends of the earth." Make it known all over the world.!
After recalling her vision to Cardinal Suenens (1904-1996), former Bishop of Belgium and a
Moderator of the Second Vatican Council, and with permission from"Pope John Paul II, they led the
spreading of the FIAT ROSARY and"thus began the FIAT PRAYER MOVEMENT, encouraging total
openness to God in imitation of Mary. Cardinal Suenens is quoted as saying, #May this little rosary
find its way into many homes, so that they may become cenacles of apostles, gathered around the
Virgin Mary to receive the Spirit of Pentecost.%""As a community we recite the Fiat Rosary each day
before Evening Prayer."
One of our hopes in the future is to visit families, encourage
them to welcome a statue of Our Lady of Walsingham into
their homes and to recite the fiat rosary around her. This
way a culture of vocation will be strengthened in families,
not only encouraging parents to live their calling fully but
also opening their children to the possibility of a vocation to
priesthood or religious life. Throughout the mysteries we
meditate on the $Yes! of Jesus and Mary to the Father.
The three $Hail Mary!s! for each mystery conclude with the
prayer: $Joy and glory be to the Father and to the Son and
to the Holy Spirit!, reminding us that it is in saying $yes! to
the Father!s will we give joy and glory to the Trinity.
The Fiat Rosary enables us to meditate on the mysteries of the Lord!s life and it concludes with
another prayer that reflects the spirituality of the Annunciation and hence the spirituality of
Walsingham:
!O Mary, teach us always to say "Yes# to the Lord, every moment of our life.
O Mary teach us always to give thanks to the Lord, every moment of our life$

In the measure in which we help each other live in the Father!s will, we will live in a spirit of gratitude
for all that God sends us, recognizing that $all things work for the good of those who love God! (Rom
8;28) and will truly become a $Eucharistic! people.

NEWS
The above helps us move into one of the most significant events of this past year: the recent visit of
the Bishops of England and Wales and the country!s seminarians to the shrine at Walsingham. It was
a unique event, the first of its kind since 1948 and we are praying that it will become a regular event &
at least every 5/6 years for the seminarians. This way they will all come to know of the importance of
Walsingham for their own vocational journey and also be able to share the significance of this shrine
with their future parishioners by bringing them to Walsingham in the future. As mentioned in our last
newsletter there is a sense that many people just do not know about Walsingham. However, if our
future leaders treasure it, then many more people will as well.

Whilst Sr Gabi was enjoying her retreat and summer holiday in Poland during the month of August,
the rest of us were busy helping the shrine staff welcome Travellers, New Dawners and Youth 2000
pilgrims, in addition to the individual groups and pilgrims that come throughout the week to visit Our
Lady at the shrine. Pilgrim numbers have definitely increased this year with many more people
choosing to visit for the day. It is probably a combination of the Year of Faith, the fantastic summer
weather and the $effetto Francesco! i.e. the Pope Francis effect.
We have been lucky in being able to offer input to some groups and retreats. Sr Gabi was particularly
happy to start welcoming a Polish pilgrimage from Birmingham and a Polish group from London and
Sr Camilla was able to brush up her Italian when welcoming two Italian groups. She was also invited
to lead two workshops at New Dawn and provide most of the input for a retreat for women from the
American bases. We all hope that more visitors to the shrine will come to understand the beauty of
Walsingham's spirituality and the gift it is for our country.... and beyond.

Sr Theresa had a wonderful ministry with the Travellers (see photo) and was soon like the Pied Piper,
with a trail of children following her around and often knocking on the cottage door, looking for her

and asking her to read them stories. Gloria is gradually getting to grips with her noviciate formation,
enjoying even the challenging moments e.g. locking the gates at Abbotswick without disturbing our
neighbour's dogs :-) Their barking will see her running back to the house with the face of someone
who's seen a ghost in two seconds flat, to the amusement of her sisters and our 'come and see'
visitors. Only her beautiful laugh at the end of each episode brings us back to reality. Luckily, some of
our $come and see! guests had the courage to finish the job and one of them is coming back shortly
for a longer live-in experience.
Work at Abbotswick was very full on as soon as the house reopened in September with several
residential groups using the place to good effect. One is worth mentioning because they met Sr Gabi
and Sr Theresa during the Ely leg of the Student Cross walk in Holy Week. Obviously the sisters
made such an impression on the walkers and convinced them that Sr Gabi's cooking is to die for that several of them came for a weekend retreat. This is one of the benefits of working over two
places. People visiting Walsingham hear about Abbotswick and those visiting Abbotswick get to know
Walsingham. Sr Gabi also facilitated in the organisation of a memorial Mass for Sr Agatha who died
last year and who had the original inspiration to start the House of Prayer in the Diocese.
Mags, a primary school teacher from Corby, (in the diocese of Northampton), joined the community in
September and is slowly settling in. Another two women are coming for extended live-in experiences
so we will be in seven from the end of this month and into the middle of December. We are looking
forward to spending more time together, consolidating as a group and also honing our singing skills.
Two of our candidates have musical skills, playing between them the piano, the violin and the harp.
Together with Gloria who plays the guitar we will be developing a little orchestra. With the help of a
voice trainer we hope to improve our chanting of the psalms for the divine office. We may even get to
the stage of putting something onto $You Tube! :-)
During the winter months we are taking the opportunity to do some formation courses and have more
study time. Sr Camilla had her summer break at the beginning of September with her sister and will
have her annual retreat and hermit days together at the end of November. She needs the rest as she
is beginning to mislay things more often.... When her keys were left at Kwik Fit one day we realised
that drastic measures were needed so we managed to get her some senior moments mints :-) What
fun we have in community with all our idiosyncrasies. Thank heavens we are moving towards Advent
rather than Lent. With more people joining the community we are having so much fun it would be
hard to keep a straight face during a more serious liturgical season. Add to that Mags! amazingly dry
sense of humour and her jokes we are often in stitches.
At this point we wish you all the best for the next two months. As Pope Francis said during a visit to
Santa Maria Maggiore, $when you are looking for the son, go and ask the mother where he is!.
Likewise we lift you all up to Our Blessed Lady in a special way, especially when we are at
Walsingham, with the hope that she will lead you into a deeper relationship with her Son Jesus.
With love and prayers

Sr Camilla, Sr Gabriela, Sr Theresa, Gloria and Mags
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